
952 Bakersfield Road 

Fletcher, VT 05444 

$475,000 
3 Bedrooms ~ 3 Bathrooms ~ 2,450 sqft ~ 67+/- Acres 

Curtis Trousdale  

Owner, Broker, Realtor 

Cell: 802-233-5589   

Curtis@PreferredPropertiesVT.com 
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DISCLAIMER: The information on this page is provided as a courtesy and is for general reference only. This information may not be relied on 

and was created from many sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable. Some information, especially measurements 

and costs are only approximate. Taxes, utilities, zoning, state/local permits, construction costs, roads, associations, property condition, for-

estry plans, timber volumes/$, boundaries, surveys and all other data found here may and does change. The Listing Agency and seller en-

courage all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information. Listing 

Agency and Seller will not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.  

Taxes:  Town of Fletcher—$6,150.00(2017 –2018 Non-Homestead Rate).  NOTE: Seller owns a 

second non-developable lot adjoining this property that is on the same tax bill.  The tax 

amount is approximated based upon the current tax rate and acreage being sold. Confirmation 

from Town Lister coming soon. 

UVA: This property has been enrolled in the Use Value Appraisal (UVA) tax reduction program 

commonly known as “Current Use.”  65.67 +/- acres have been enrolled in the program with 2 

acres remaining out to accommodate the residence.   

Forestry Plan: The current forestry report was created by North Woods Forestry of  Montgomery, VT.  Most 

recently updated in 2010, the plan is designed to serve the follow functions: To analyze the 

timber related natural resources, to make recommendations for wildlife habitat enhancement 

and to fulfill the requirements of Vermont’s UVA program. The management plan is designed 

for a 10-year period 2010-2020, with re-evaluation and updating on a ten year cycle. Potential 

purchasers are encouraged to reference the attached forestry report with any further questions.  

Power:  Vermont Electric Co-op—Power is onsite and the provider states that the average utility bill 

over the last 12 months was between $95-$105.   

Septic:   On-site conventional system—1000 gallon concrete tank. Hartigan Waste Management 

Service was the last company to empty and inspect the tank in November of 2005. Receipt 

available on request. Hartigan can be contacted with additional questions at 802-223-3452. 

Water:   Drilled well - Tag# 0811082189 - Drilled by H.A. Manosh. This well has a total depth of 249’ 

and produces a yield of 4 GPM. There is also a dug well on the property that is no longer in 

use and the seller has no details.  

Phone: Fairpoint—The provider has confirmed that they service the area for phone and DSL with 

internet speeds of 7mbps being provided. Confirmation and additional questions can be 

directed to Fairpoint’s residential department at 866-984-2001. 

Cable: DIRECTV or Dish Network - DIRECTV can be contacted at 800-531-5000 and Dish 

Network at 800-333-3474 to discuss available satellite packages.  

Zoning:   Rural Residential/Ag. & Forest Districts - Please see attached partial zoning regulations for 

additional questions. Potential purchasers are encouraged to contact the Town of Fletcher 

Zoning Administrator at  802-849-6616. 

Ponds: North of the home site there are two ponds, one tiered above the other. These sit just slightly 

below the home and are both spring fed with natural pond habitats.   

Road: Bakersfield Road (VT Route 108), is a paved year-round town maintained and plowed road.  
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Boundaries: The Northern and Southern Boundaries are marked with blue flagging. The Eastern boundary 

 was adjusted for a neighboring property in 2016 and was not flagged entirely but both corners 

 are identified with blue and orange flagging. If walking the Eastern boundary, the new 

 property line is West of the stream. The Western boundary is identified by Bakersfield Drive. 

 Aerial and electronic maps are available for potential purchasers interested in walking the 

 boundaries. Have your agent contact listing agency for details. 

Lawn: Although this was the sellers primary residence for many years, it has been used as summer 

home since 2008.  The seller has used a local service for landscaping and lawn care. Contact 

information for the person/company providing this service can be made available if desired by 

potential purchasers. 

Plowing:   The seller stated that plowing and road clearing costs through the winter average $50-100 per 

 storm. Contact information for the person/company providing this service can be made 

 available if desired by potential purchasers.  

Heating Systems: The residence has four heating options available. Currently, the seller uses two kerosene direct 

vent heaters.  Using these the seller keeps the home at approximately 50 degrees during the 

winter months when not at the home.  Alternatively there a wood-fueled hot air system in the 

basement that can heat the home along with a wood stove in the living room.  Finally there is 

electric baseboard throughout the home, but the seller has had it turned off in the living room 

and dining room and has historically not used it.    

Construction:  Insulated 2x6 stick built home with stone veneer. Hardwood and slate floors throughout. 

Swiss inspired woodwork and design with antique glass windows in the hallway imported 

from  Belgium.  Includes a two-car garage with attic and a utility storage unit currently used 

for firewood.  
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DISCLAIMER: This map is for general reference only and was created from other sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable.  This map and data should not be used for navigation 
and may not reflect recent construction, logging or other commercial or private activity on the property.  Measurements, distances and areas may not be accurate.  The Listing Agency and Seller encourage 
all buyers, agents or other buyer representatives to perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information.  This information may not be made part of a contract.  Listing Agency and Seller will 
not be responsible for decisions and offers made from this information.                 GENERAL MAP SOURCES:  Field Evidence,  ANR Maps 
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Forestry Plan Map 

Full Management Plan Available on Request 
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